Pearson Test of English General Skills Booster 5 Teacher Book and CD Pack

Steve Baxter, John Murphy

Key features*

- Five complete practice tests in exam-accurate format*
- Skills development sections with extra practice on key skills such as listening, reading, speaking and writing*
- Vocabulary and grammar practice sections that focus on the language related to the themes of the tests*
- Strategies and test tips for typical exam tasks*
- A writing guide with model answers and writing guidance for each exam task type*
- A Glossary with new words and phrases per unit*
- A Teachers overprinted edition*
- Audio CDs with authentic test questions

- Paule Vezelay/Hans Arp: The Enchantments of Purity
- Patterson - 18 Copy Mixed Floor Display
- Peachtree: The Road That Shaped Atlanta
- Pavement Evaluation and Rehabilitation
- Pb Fourways Farm (10 Books) Pack 1
- Paul Frank 18 Oz. Acrylic Travel Cup